
 

 

 

 

 

      LOKAÐ MEÐ BÓKUN 
 

 

Case no.: 22-110F022 
 
Date:    22. December 2022 
 
Location: Enroute to Ísafjörður (BIIS) from Akureyri (BIAR) 

 
Description:     Right nacelle fuel filter drain failure  

 

Aircraft TF-MYB (Textron B200GT) was 

close to the Westfjords in Iceland, 

enroute to Ísafjordur (BIIS) from Akureyri 

(BIAR), when the right engine shut 

down, due to loss of all fuel from the 

right-wing tanks during the flight. 

The aircraft returned to BIAR with one 

engine operative.  

Figure 1: Flight path 

 

After landing it was discovered that the right 

nacelle firewall fuel filter drain, on the lower 

side of the cowling forward of the firewall, 

had failed and was missing its core part. As 

a result, the right-wing fuel tank drained 

completely, and the right engine shut down 

due to fuel starvation (Figure 2-4). 

 
Figure 2: Failed drain valve located just forward of the firewall on lower side nacelle cowling 
 



   

 

 
 

  

Figure 3: Right nacelle firewall fuel filter drain 

The left nacelle firewall fuel filter drain was also inspected after the serious incident. The 

inspection revealed that the core part of the fuel filter drain had partially migrated out and 

was likely very close to failure. If the migration would have continued to such failure, that 

would also have caused loss of fuel in the left wing with fuel starvation of the left engine. 

See Figure 4. 

 

  

Figure 4: Left nacelle firewall fuel filter drain 

 

 



   

 

 
 

After the incident, the partially failed left nacelle firewall fuel filter drain was removed and 

the left-wing fuel tanks were drained. When draining the fuel from the left-wing fuel tanks, 

some water was discovered in the fuel.  

 

According to the Beechcraft Super King Air Models B200GT & B200CGT Pilot Checklist 

for aircraft TF-MYB, the fuel filter drain should have been drained prior to the first flight of 

the day (Figure 5 and Figure 6). 

 

Figure 5: Beechcraft Pilot Checklist – Preflight inspection 

 

The Fuel Filter on the left nacelle is to be drained per item 24 on page N-3, prior to the first 

flight of the day. See Figure 6. 

 

The Fuel Filter on the right nacelle is to be drained per item 18 on page N-5, prior to the 

first flight of the day. See Figure 6. 

 



   

 

 
 

 

Figure 6: Drain the Fuel Filter both on the left nacelle and on the right nacelle 

 

The investigation revealed that normally the flight operator only drained these two drains 

during a maintenance inspection every two weeks, instead of daily as required per the Pilot 

checklist.  

 

This was only the case for the two Firewall Fuel Filter Drains, but other drains were being 

drained daily as required. 

 

According to the flight operator, the reason for not following the Pilot checklist and perform 

this drain before the first flight every day was the following: 

 

1) These drains were hard to reach for the flight crew. 

2) The type of the drain was such, different from other drains on the aircraft, that it 

required a different tool that was not available onboard the aircraft. 

3) The flight operator considered draining this type of a drain a maintenance task, 

rather than a flight crew task. 



   

 

 
 

4) The flight operator decided to have these two drains, drained during maintenance 

checks instead of by the pilots during the daily checks. 

5) The aircraft was often operated at airports where mechanics were not available, 

therefore it was hard to schedule it as a maintenance task during daily inspection 

and was moved to a maintenance inspection performed at a two-week interval. 

 

SIA-Iceland believes that water accumulated in the fuel system, at its lowest point at the 

Firewall Fuel Filter Drain, as the flight operator was only draining these two drains at two-

week intervals instead of during daily preflight inspection. 

 

This allowed accumulated water at the fuel filter drain to freeze, slowly migrating out the 

core part of the Firewall Fuel Filter Drain. 

 

As a result, the core part of the Firewall Fuel Filter Drain on the right nacelle migrated 

completely out, allowing the fuel in the right wing to drain out of the aircraft during the 

serious incident flight (Figure 3). 

 

This also allowed the core part of the Firewall Fuel Filter Drain on the left nacelle to partially 

migrate out (Figure 4). 

 

Since the serious incident, the flight operator has changed its procedures, draining the 

Firewall Fuel Filter Drains daily. 

 

SIA-Iceland informed NTSB of the case and requested that the manufacturer (Textron 

Beechcraft) would be notified of this incident and asked to evaluate if a “Communique” or 

a Service Letter to flight operators was needed. The NTSB notified the FAA, the aircraft 

manufacturer (Textron) and the engine manufacturer (Pratt & Whitney) as a result of this 

request. 

 

SIA-Iceland closed this case with a booking on 23. Nóvember 2023. 


